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ABSTRACT

Lead Oxide and Iron based composite resistors of constant diameter (0.6cm) and varying lengths ranging from 0.37 to 1.17cm were fabricated. The resistors were fabricated by the use of a moulder with the application of an average pressure of 1.5×10⁶ Nm⁻². The research is aimed at fabrication and study of the electrical properties of cermets resistor, with particular interest in electrical resistance as a function of Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCR), length, varying composition and firing temperature. The electrical properties measured showed that the electrical resistance varied with iron content and also increased non - linearly with the length of the resistors. The peak firing temperature and firing time were found to have considerable effect on the resistance of the resistors. The resistance values fall with increasing firing temperature. All the resistors have negative TCRs with some of the resistors having TCR as low as -3579.4 ± 14.5 ppm/°C. These results are comparable with those of thermistors. Resistors of low resistance values were obtained and this largely depended on the composition of the materials used.
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INTRODUCTION

A resistor is an electronic component that limits the flow of current in a circuit, or provides a desired voltage drop. The various types of resistors commonly used are wire wound, composite and metal film resistors, either in bulk or thin film form. Efforts have been made to combine ceramics and metals to produce composite whose properties are better than those of either of the individual components.

The procedure for the fabrication of the resistors in this work involves compacting a mixture of PbO and Fe, under suitable pressure, followed by sintering. The material obtained this way is referred to as a cermet.

In certain cermets such as Cr/SiO₂, composite resistors chemical reactions between the components have been reported (Catteneo et al, 1997). These cermets films like any other thin film resistors (TFRs) are not homogeneous but consist of small particles of Chromium in the matrix of SiO₂ (Forlani and Prudenziati, 1976). Cermets structured resistors, like TFRs based on Bi₂Ru₂O₇, exhibit a high stability and very low Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCR) (Avadhanu and Kshirsagar, 2007, Forlani and Prudenziati, 1998). Screen printing and firing onto a substrate is a method used for producing (TFRS). The fabrication of thick film resistors involves having a paste which has three components; namely: a conductive powder, a semi conductive or insulative powder and a binder.

To select and use materials for electrical and electronic applications, we must understand how properties such as electrical conductivity and dielectrica behaviours are produced and controlled. We must also realise that electrical behaviour is influenced by the structure of the materials, the processing of the materials, and the environment to which the materials is exposed.

A composite resistor consists of a thorough mixture of an insulative or semi conductive phase, a conductive phase and a suitable binder is normally moulded into a cylindrical form. The increase in the ratio between the two materials determines the resistance of the resistors. Increase in the metallic content decreases the resistivity and vice-versa. After loading the cermets into the moulder, copper wire leads are attached to each end of the resistor. Metal migration from termination, e.g. Ag at times, does influence the resistivity of the resistor near the contacts. This gives rise to size effects noticed as dependence of the sheet resistance on the resistor length (Catteneo et al, 1980).

In the case of metal film resistors, a number of structural defects such as impurity atoms, vacancies, and interstitials, dislocations and grain boundaries are produced. The aggregate effect of these imperfections makes the resistivity of the resistors higher than their bulk counterpart. A reduction in film thickness can also lead to an increase in resistivity of a metallic film. The phenomenon of electronic conduction in material is influenced by the electronic and magnetic fields and temperature coefficients of resistance. The initial sizes of conductive and semi conducting particles affect the current noise in RuO₂ thick film resistors. However, excessive light noise figures for certain Pd/Ag conductors have been linked with interface problems in the resistor (Catteneo et al, 1980, Prudenziati et al, 1999).
The PbO/Iron composite resistors, as fabricated in this work, is a mixture containing Fe grains separated by the PbO semi conducting medium. The mixture was subjected to a fixed (1.5 × 10^8 Nm^{-2}) pressure for complete compaction of the interatomic bonds. This pressure was applied to obtain a very hard, stable, and reliable structure. The metallic grains acts as a multivalue resistor network, through which the charge carriers move by quantum tunneling.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

An already constructed manual moulding machine was used for the production of the resistors. The lead oxide (PbO) and iron (Fe) were all obtained in their powdered form. These materials were of 97% purity. A GX/GF electronic balance was used to weigh each of the component materials for the cermets mixture production. The materials were then mixed to homogeneity. Small quantities of sodium metasilicate binder were added to produce a complete wetting of the mixture for enhanced compaction. A few drops of the binder was added to the cermets materials and then loaded completely into the moulder. Small metal caps of copper were attached to the ends of each resistor during moulding on which copper leads were later soldered to. The loaded cermets were all compacted under a constant pressure of 1.5 × 10^8 Nm^{-2} for a time ranging from 2 to 3 minutes.

The applied pressure was to produce resistors of varied Iron content ranging from 90 to 97.5wt % Fe and that of PbO from 2.0 to 0.5wt %. All the fabricated resistors are dried within the laboratory environment for about 48 hrs and then fired (annealed) at various firing temperatures ranging from 50°C to 500°C and time ranging from 20 to 100 minutes. Not all the resistors were considered for the research purpose after fabrication. Those with deformities ranging from displaced metal caps, cracked surface and those with unstable resistance were all discarded.

All electrical measurements were taken using digital type multimeter and were annealed at different temperatures using a muffle furnace M104. The furnace is able to maintain any pre-set temperature to within ±2°C. Each of the measurement was taken separately and the data obtained were used to plot the appropriate graphs. The variations of resistance with the following properties of the resistors were studied: length, firing temperature, firing time, composition and temperature for TCR calculation.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The finished resistors are samples prepared with a constant pressure of 1.5x10^8Nm^{-2}. The variation of resistance with length for resistors (Fig.1) showed the variation of resistance with firing time for resistors with 18.0wt % Fe fired at 300°C and 19.0wt % Fe fired both at 200°C and 300°C. The relationship between resistance and firing time is a nonlinear one. The fall in the resistance value as the time is increased is due to the burning off of the organic vehicle (the binder), initiation of sintering and annihilation of defects such as vacancies (Mortem et al, 1988). As can be seen from the plots, the fall in resistance is steep in the early stage between 20 to 60mins after which the fall becomes gradual between 60 to 100 mins. This may have occurred because the compaction of the molecules and atoms of the resistors became complete towards the end of firing.

The leveling-off of the graph can be attributed to the completion process of attaining a value of resistance and also of the chemical reactions which might have taken place in the materials as a result of the heating – off of the chemical materials used in the cermets formation. The rate of fall depends on the peak firing temperature. The lower the value of Tf, the longer it takes for the resistor to attain fairly constant value because the processes which affect resistance changes proceed at different rates, being faster at higher Tf.

The variation in the ratio between the conductive phase and the resistive phase within small ranges brings about significant changes in the resistance values. It is seen that the electrical resistance has a minimum between 19.0 and 19.5wt % Fe with all resistors having a constant length of 1.0cm and fired at a temperature of 200°C. The same can be seen in the same figure (fig 3) with resistors having a constant length of 0.56cm and fired at the same temperature of 200°C for 1.5hrs. The resistance is also minimum in this case between 19.0 and 19.5wt % Fe.

The minimum values of resistance obtained may be due to the fact that if the ratio of the conductive phase to resistive phase attains a critical value a phase transition takes place in the materials. The minimum in the value of the resistance depends on the resistor length, being higher for resistors with longer length. The effect of size and the shape used is minimum because the size and shape used is kept constant throughout the experiment. Efforts are still going on by other researchers to find out whether the attached copper metal caps have any effect on the resistance of the shorter resistors. It is interesting to note that the result of the work carried out by Prudenziati et al on the size effects in Ru-based TFRs used resistors with different conductive termination (Pt/Au) and Ag-based composition with Bi added as flux in some of the conductive layers. The results obtained indicated that size effect was exhibited by resistors terminated with Ag-based conductive terminations that have Bi as flux. The mechanism of conduction in these materials is due to electron tunneling by percolation (Mortem et al, 1988).

Another most important parameter that greatly affected the resistance of a resistor is the firing temperature. This is because firing temperature helps in healing some of the crystal defects formed during the high pressure pressing process in the moulder and also firing the resistor helps in burning -out any resin type materials left in the resistor itself (Forlani and Prudenziati, 1998). Fig. 4 shows the variation of resistance with peak firing temperature, Tf for resistors with two different compositions.
As expected, resistance variation with temperature is a nonlinear one, with resistance dropping steeply at the early stage of firing (i.e. at $T_f<400^\circ C$). The reason for this behaviour could be attributed to the sintering of the individual particles to form continuous metal conduction paths and may also be said to have occurred due to burning-off of the chemical present in the resistor. But as the temperature is increased the rate of fall slows down. This is as a result of densification that might have started initially and virtually completed at about 400$^\circ C$.

**Figure 1:** Variation of resistance with length.

**Figure 2:** Variation of resistance with firing time.

**Figure 3:** Variation of resistance with iron content.
Two different compositions of 18.0 and 19.5 wt% Fe both have a constant length of 0.56 cm. The minimum resistance value started at a temperature of 300°C and levels-off at 500°C. This could be due to the ratio of the conductive to the resistive components; here the resistive component is smaller than the conductive composition thereby reducing the resistance of the resistor network. Fig. 5 with 18.0 and 18.5 wt% Fe are for resistors having a constant length of 0.4 cm and show a drastic fall in the resistance of the resistor but later level off from a temperature of 300°C to 400°C.

The effect of temperature on the resistance can be explained by measuring the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of the material. This is the amount of change to the resistance in relation to temperature difference expressed in parts per million per degree Celsius or per degree Kelvin. In this research TCR values of the fabricated resistors were obtained for content between 18.0 to 19.5 wt% of Fe and lead oxide between 2.0 to 0.5 wt% using the equation

\[
\text{TCR} = \frac{R(T_2) - R(T_1)}{R_0(T_2 - T_1)}, \text{ where } R(T_2) = \text{Final resistance at temperature } T_2,
\]

\[
R(T_1) = \text{Initial resistance at temperature } T_1, \text{ and } R_0 = \text{Resistance at } 0^\circ \text{C, which was obtained by extrapolation at } T = 0^\circ \text{C.} 
\]
It is observed from figures 6 and 7 that all the resistors fabricated have negative values of TCR, varying from -3579.4 ± 14.5 ppm/°C for resistors with 19.0 wt % Fe to -4784.7 ± 14.5 ppm/°C for resistors with 19.0 wt % Fe. The negative values of TCR obtained for the resistors are as a result of the mode of the electron conduction in the materials or as a result of the thermal motion of the metallic particles especially the iron chain. This means that the gap is made smaller by pressing the cermet well which will lower the electrical resistance of the resistor. And lastly, metallic grains from the Fe-particles may have diffused into the resistive phase and give it a metallic property of being a good conductor. There could also be other material like FeO, from the oxidation of Fe during the annealing process that may be present in the resistor that could form a conducting path in the resistive cermet. If such effect occurs at the interphase between the particles then the TCR at these region may resemble that of a heavily doped silicon (Si) and the behavior of the resistors will find wide application in temperature sensing operation and could be useful in general purpose work where very high precision is not required. Cermet materials, like the one obtained in this work, with high and negative values of TCR have properties which are comparable to those of thermistors (Rao et al, 2005, Jagtap et al, 2009).

![Fig.6: Variation of resistance with temperature for 18.5 wt % Fe (for TCR calculation)](image1.png)

![Fig.7: Variation of resistance with temperature for 19.0 wt % (for TCR calculation)](image2.png)
CONCLUSION
Lead Oxide - Iron (PbO/Fe) composite resistors were fabricated with the aid of a moulder and its accessories. PbO/Fe resistive mixtures are found to be standard in thick film technology for achieving resistivity values of a few tens to a few thousands of Ohms. A constant thickness of 0.60cm with varying length ranging from 0.37 to 1.17cm were obtained and can meet the modern requirement for size miniaturization in circuit components. The resistors were then investigated for the influence of composition, effects of length; firing temperature and firing time on their final electrical resistance.

A minimum resistance value of 0.40Ω at Tf of 300°C for 80mins for a resistor length of 0.37cm, containing 19.0wt % Fe was observed. The negative TCR values obtained in the work is believed to be due to the role played by the motion of Fe-grains in reducing the inter metallic gap as the temperature is increased and the role played by Iron oxide that might have been formed during the processing.

The result of this work has shown some evidence of ways in which resistors can be obtained from Iron/PbO mixture. It is also evident that cheap materials such as Iron and PbO can be used to produce resistors of moderate length by applying moderate firing temperatures and obtaining wide range of resistance values and negative TCR values when the iron (conductive phase) content is low.

The negative TCR values obtained for the fabricated resistors in this work are comparable to those of thermistors and imply that these resistors can be adapted for use as thermistors, if appropriate manufacturing processes are adopted.
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